“YOU’VE CAPTURED THE ESSENCE OF HOW TO DO A GREAT FAN PODCAST.”

-DEREK O’NEILL

“NEVER THOUGHT I’D GET EMOTIONAL READING A HOW-TO BOOK.”

-BOBBY HAWKE
ABOUT THE BOOK

The ultimate guide to building your fan podcast.

Fan Podcasting: The Complete Guide teaches you how to build an engaging podcast and killer community while geeking out about your favorite content. This book isn’t about which podcast microphone to buy, or how to set up a podcast feed. This motivational how-to guide teaches you how to create a podcast so awesome, your listeners will stick around even if they stop watching the show you review. Creating fun, engaging, consistent content is Podcasting 101.

“This guide is filling a much-needed hole in instructional manuals for podcasting, by providing positive and productive results from those with valuable and extensive experience.”
- REBECCA JOHNSON, Supergirl Radio
1. Podcasting about Batman v. Superman with some listeners.
2. Live at Regal Con 2015 in Anaheim, CA.
3. Recording a crossover with another podcast in our niche.
AFTER HOSTING AND PRODUCING FANCASTS FOR SEVEN YEARS, BILL MEEKS SHARES THE VALUABLE LESSONS HE LEARNED. HIS STRATEGIES HELPED GROW THE AUDIENCE OF THE UNIVERSE BOX PODCAST NETWORK TO OVER 40,000 DOWNLOADS A WEEK IN UNDER TWO YEARS. YOU’LL ALSO READ ALTERNATE TECHNIQUES AND FRESH PERSPECTIVES FROM TWENTY POPULAR FANCasters FROM SHOWS LIKE SUPERGIRL RADIO, DEFENDERS TV PODCAST, JAIG EYES AND JEDI, THE SIGNAL, POTENTIALCAST: A BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER PODCAST, THE SIRE AND PODCAST NETWORKS LIKE TUNING INTO SCI-FI, DCTV PODCASTS, TV PODCAST INDUSTRIES, AND GOLDEN SPIRAL MEDIA.

Bill Meeks currently acts as the COO of Do Anything Media.
THE CHAPTERS

1. The 3 Rules of Criticism
2. The Café Love
3. Building a Show
4. Giving Your Listeners a Voice
5. Feed the Trolls
6. Engaging the Cast & Crew
7. Publishing Your Podcast
8. When You Fall Out of Love with the Show
9. Passing the Torch
WE CAN DO ANYTHING, TOGETHER.

DO ANYTHING MEDIA

http://doanything.media/fanpodcasting/

contact@doanything.media

SPEAKING INQUIRIES: bill@billmeeks.com